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Abstract: In the online environment, the practice of smart education in primary school Chinese language education is of great significance. The purpose of this study is to explore the practical methods and effects of smart Chinese education in primary schools in the online environment. By analyzing different practical cases, this study reveals the impact of smart education on primary school Chinese language education, in order to provide reference for improving the quality of education.

1. Introduction

In the current digital era, the continuous progress of network technology has brought new opportunities and challenges to the field of education. Primary school Chinese language education, as a core link in cultivating students' comprehensive literacy and language ability, also faces the urgent need for continuous integration and innovation [1]. With the vigorous development of information technology, we need to examine how to effectively integrate network technology with Chinese language education to improve teaching quality and cultivate students' more comprehensive literacy and abilities [2].

2. Practice of Smart Education in Primary School Chinese Language under the Network Environment

2.1 Integration of educational technology and teaching

2.1.1 Application of educational technology in primary school Chinese language education

In the digital age, educational technology's role in primary school Chinese education has become a key teaching reform direction. It spans various areas like online platforms, educational software, and multimedia tools, introducing fresh teaching methods and experiences [3]. For instance, numerous primary schools embrace online platforms like the "China Primary School," offering diverse language resources—materials, assignments, exercises. Students access learning materials at home through electronic devices, supporting flexible and personalized Chinese learning. This approach extends learning beyond classrooms and enables teachers to track progress, offer customized guidance, and assessment. Additionally, interactive educational apps enhance learning engagement. Some Chinese language apps employ speech recognition and AI to assess students' reading and writing, delivering
instant feedback. This improves language skills and makes learning more enjoyable and motivating.

2.1.2 Integration of educational technology and traditional teaching methods

Although educational technology has many advantages in primary school Chinese education, its integration with traditional teaching methods is also crucial. Traditional teaching methods emphasize teacher-student interaction and classroom interaction, with the goal of cultivating students' thinking ability and creativity. However, with the advancement of technology, educational technology has provided new tools and resources for teaching, which can further enrich teaching methods and enhance students' learning experience.

In practical teaching, teachers can cleverly integrate educational technology into traditional classrooms[4]. For example, introducing an interactive projector to display text, images, videos, etc. through multimedia to present the content of the text in a more vivid way, stimulating students’ interest and attention. In the teaching of Chinese reading, teachers can guide students to use electronic readers to enhance their reading comprehension and thinking abilities by highlighting key points and writing down their thoughts. In addition, with the help of online platforms, teachers can organize interactive activities such as online discussions and homework submissions, promote collaborative learning and ideological collision between students, and further expand the boundaries of traditional classrooms.

The integration of educational technology and traditional teaching methods is not to replace tradition, but to cleverly integrate modern technological means while retaining the core values and principles of traditional education, in order to achieve better teaching results. This integration can meet the learning needs of different students, enhance their innovative thinking and information literacy, and achieve the comprehensive development of primary school Chinese education. Teachers play an important role in this process, requiring continuous learning and innovation, integrating educational technology with traditional teaching, and providing students with a better educational experience.

2.2 Construction and Application of Smart Education Platform

2.2.1 Construction of a Smart Education Platform

With the rapid development of information technology, the construction of smart education platforms in primary school Chinese language education has become an important part of educational reform[5]. The construction of this platform aims to fully utilize modern technological means and create a more dynamic and efficient environment for Chinese language teaching. The smart education platform provides a digital environment that integrates teaching, learning, and management for teachers and students by integrating various educational resources and tools, in order to meet the constantly changing educational needs.

A typical case is the construction and application of the "Primary School Chinese Smart Education Platform". This platform integrates primary school Chinese language textbooks, teaching resources, interactive courseware, learning tools, etc., providing comprehensive support for teachers and students. Teachers can design lesson plans, assign assignments, and engage in online interaction through the platform, achieving personalized and flexible classroom teaching, making teaching more targeted and interesting. Students can learn texts, complete assignments, and participate in discussions on the platform, enjoying the convenience of flexibility and personalized learning, and cultivating the ability to learn independently.

The construction of a smart education platform also provides new avenues for educational management. Through data analysis and monitoring, education managers can better understand the teaching process and student performance, and make timely adjustments and optimizations. At the
same time, the platform also provides parents with more ways to understand their children's learning situation, achieving effective communication among the three parties in education.

2.2.2 Application of Smart Education Platform in Primary School Chinese Education

The application of smart education platforms in primary school Chinese education has broad prospects and practical benefits, bringing positive changes to teaching and learning. Firstly, such a platform can provide rich and diverse resources and tools for Chinese language teaching. Teachers can flexibly choose suitable teaching resources based on teaching objectives, student characteristics, and teaching progress, and design more creative and interesting teaching activities. For example, when learning ancient poetry, teachers can present the background knowledge, annotations, and appreciation of ancient poetry through the platform, allowing students to better understand and appreciate the beauty of poetry with the assistance of multimedia, and stimulating students' interest in learning.

Secondly, smart education platforms can promote active and collaborative learning among students. Students can independently choose their learning content, time, and method based on their learning style and interests on the platform. In addition, the platform also provides strong interactive functions, such as online discussions, group collaborations, etc. These interactive activities can encourage students to learn and communicate with each other in collaboration, cultivate team cooperation, communication, and problem-solving abilities, and further enrich the learning experience.

In addition, the smart education platform can also provide strong data support for teachers, achieving personalized and refined management of teaching. By collecting students' learning data and performance through the platform, teachers can gain a deeper understanding of each student's learning progress, interests, and difficulties, thereby adjusting teaching strategies accordingly, providing more accurate guidance and guidance, helping students overcome learning barriers and achieve better learning outcomes.

3. The Effect of Smart Education Practice in Primary School Chinese Language under the Network Environment

3.1 Improvement of students' academic performance

The practice of smart education in primary school Chinese language in the online environment has achieved significant results in improving students' academic performance, which reflects the substantive contribution of smart education in teaching effectiveness. Through the application of smart education platforms, students can learn in a more personalized learning environment, selecting learning content and methods based on their own interests and learning progress. This learning method helps to stimulate students' learning interest and enthusiasm, and improve their learning motivation. At the same time, the smart education platform also provides diverse learning resources, such as interactive courseware, online exercises, learning videos, etc., enriching students' learning content and helping them better understand and master knowledge.

A specific case is the implementation of a smart education platform in a primary school, which innovates Chinese language teaching. Students can participate in discussions, complete online assignments, and watch teaching videos through online interactive classrooms on the platform. The survey results show that after implementing smart education, students' interest in learning has significantly increased, and their learning enthusiasm and self-directed learning ability have been improved\(^6\). With the assistance of the platform, students actively participate in learning, master more Chinese knowledge and skills, and achieve better academic performance.

This improvement in grades is not only reflected in exam scores, but also in the improvement of
students’ comprehensive literacy. The smart education platform emphasizes students’ initiative and cooperation, cultivating their self-learning ability, problem-solving ability, and innovative thinking. The improvement of these abilities enables students to become more confident and independent in both learning and life, laying a solid foundation for their future development.

### 3.2 Teaching Method Innovation and Teacher Professional Development

The practice of smart education in primary school Chinese language under the network environment has not only achieved significant results in students’ academic performance, but also brought positive changes to the innovation of teaching methods and the professional development of teachers. The introduction of smart education platforms provides teachers with rich and diverse teaching tools and resources, enabling them to flexibly apply different teaching methods in the teaching process to meet the diverse learning needs of students. Teachers can design personalized teaching plans based on students’ actual situations and interests, stimulate students’ learning interest and creativity through online interaction, group cooperation, multimedia display, and other methods, thereby achieving more effective teaching effects.

At the same time, the smart education platform also provides new opportunities and platforms for teachers’ professional development. Teachers can participate in the sharing and exchange of teaching resources through the platform, learn from the teaching cases of other excellent teachers, and continuously improve their teaching level. This collaboration and experience sharing among teachers promotes innovation in teaching methods and continuous updates in educational concepts. At the same time, the platform can also record the teaching process of teachers and students’ learning performance, provide data support for teachers, help them better understand students’ learning situation, adjust teaching strategies, and achieve more personalized teaching.

Taking a primary school in a certain city as an example, they introduced a smart education platform to train and guide teachers, encouraging them to explore and innovate in Chinese language teaching. With the support of the platform, teachers have tried various teaching methods, such as "flipped classroom" and "online interactive discussion". Teacher feedback states that these innovative methods have made the classroom more lively and interesting, significantly increasing student engagement, and significantly improving learning outcomes. At the same time, through the data analysis function of the platform, teachers have a better understanding of students’ learning situation, and can adjust teaching content and progress according to the actual situation, achieving more accurate teaching goals.

### 4. Problems and Challenges in the Practice of Smart Chinese Education in Primary Schools under the Network Environment

With the rapid development of information technology, the online environment plays an increasingly important role in the field of education, and primary school Chinese education is no exception. However, the practice of smart education in the online environment faces a series of problems and challenges that require us to seriously consider and solve.

Firstly, the proliferation of information and the spread of false information have made the internet a double-edged sword for information transmission. In primary school Chinese language education, how to identify and screen out high-quality and authentic educational resources has become an urgent problem to be solved. Secondly, smart education in the online environment also faces the challenge of imbalanced educational resources. In urban areas, network resources are relatively abundant, but in rural and remote areas, network connections and equipment may be insufficient, leading to uneven distribution of educational resources. In addition, primary school Chinese education in the network environment also faces the problem of building a teaching staff. Although information technology
can provide more possibilities for teaching, teachers need to possess corresponding technical and educational knowledge in order to effectively integrate smart education into classroom practice. Another challenge is the impact of the online environment on students' learning habits and attention. The online world is full of various temptations, such as social media and games, which can easily distract students and affect learning outcomes. In the practice of smart education, how to guide students to use network resources correctly and cultivate positive learning habits requires educators to think about effective strategies.

5. The Development Trend of Smart Chinese Education in Primary Schools in the Future Network Environment

5.1 Technological Innovation and Educational Transformation

Future primary school Chinese smart education will be significantly influenced by technological innovation, utilizing advanced technology to enhance teaching effectiveness. Virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) technologies will be seamlessly integrated into Chinese language teaching, allowing students to immerse in literary scenes and spark learning interest. Additionally, artificial intelligence (AI) will facilitate personalized instruction, intelligently adapting content and methods based on individual learning profiles. AI analysis of student progress will further tailor teaching, enhancing precision and efficiency. This evolution in education will empower students, nurturing their exploration, collaboration, innovation, and holistic development, thus preparing them for societal demands.

5.2 Personalized learning and intelligent assistance

In the future, primary school Chinese smart education will prioritize personalized learning. Leveraging big data and AI, educators will gain deeper insights into students' learning patterns, strengths, and needs, enabling tailored teaching plans. Intelligent assistive tools will serve as valuable aids, delivering instant feedback and guidance, thereby enhancing mastery of Chinese language skills and knowledge. This approach accommodates diverse learning paces and methods, maximizing individual potential. This personalized learning model is set to ignite students' enthusiasm, elevate learning efficiency, and foster self-directed learning.

5.3 Interdisciplinary integration and comprehensive literacy cultivation

In the future, primary school Chinese smart education will prioritize personalized learning. Leveraging big data and AI, educators will gain deeper insights into students' learning patterns, strengths, and needs, enabling tailored teaching plans. Intelligent assistive tools will serve as valuable aids, delivering instant feedback and guidance, thereby enhancing mastery of Chinese language skills and knowledge. This approach accommodates diverse learning paces and methods, maximizing individual potential. This personalized learning model is set to ignite students' enthusiasm, elevate learning efficiency, and foster self-directed learning.

6. Conclusion

The practice of smart education in primary school Chinese language in the online environment has brought significant improvements to improving educational quality and teaching effectiveness. However, despite achieving positive results, a series of problems and challenges still need to be overcome to promote the more comprehensive development of smart education in future primary
school Chinese education. Through continuous technological innovation, more refined personalized learning models, and deeper interdisciplinary integration, we can further promote the deep integration of primary school Chinese intelligent education, enabling students to develop comprehensively in the information age, and cultivating outstanding talents with creativity and comprehensive literacy for future society.
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